
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

UDB-BIB:  National Bibliography from the 
Russian Book Chamber 

Russia’s World of Print 

 

Uncommon information. 

Extraordinary places. 

Exceptional service.

 

If you subscribe to or use Russian national bibliographic periodicals (often 
called "letopisi"), you know the challenges of searching different indexes, each 
with its own set of back issues and volumes, to assemble all relevant citations. 
 
Now you can digitally search the most comprehensive bibliographic product of 
Russian printed works.  In cooperation with the Russian Book Chamber, East 
View has digitized the Russian national bibliographies going back to 1998 and 
made them searchable in an online database. 
 
Coverage  
For less than the current cost of combined print subscriptions, UDB-BIB 
allows browsing through the subject classification system to find relevant 
reference by topic. Search for citations from books, newspapers, journals, 
dissertation abstracts, musical scores, even maps, with a single keystroke.  
Effortlessly access over 2,000,000 Russian bibliographic citations in all 
disciplines from over 21,000 publishers, by year, author, subject, title, or by 
any keyword: 
 
♦ Knizhnaia letopis':  Simply the most definitive reference guide available to 

Russian book publications.   
♦ Letopis' gazetnykh statei:  More than 40,000 bibliographic entries on 

documentary materials, articles, and works of fiction from every major 
newspaper in Russia. 

♦ Letopis' zhurnal'nykh statei:  The complete index to Russian journals.   
♦ Letopis' retsenzii:  A profile of book reviews (Russian and foreign) found 

in the central and regional Russian press. 
♦ Kartograficheskaia letopis':  Bibliographic information for all cartography 

and maps produced in Russia. 
♦ Letopis' avtoreferatov dissertatsii:  Indexes all doctoral and masters 

dissertation abstracts throughout Russia.  
♦ Notnaia letopis':  A complete general index to Russian music-related 

publications.   
♦ Letopis’ izoizdanii:  A bibliographic index of albums, posters and 

reproductions published either separately or appearing in books, collected 
works and magazines. 

♦ Letopis' periodicheskikh i prodolzhaiushchikhsia izdanii: A 
comprehensive title-level bibliography of Russian/former Soviet 
periodicals which describes in detail over 40,000 newspapers, 
periodicals, bulletins, and continuing publications since 1981.  
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Contact us today to learn more about the products offered  
by East View Information Services. 
 

 Call: 952.252.1201 (US Toll-free: 1.800.477.1005) 
 Email: info@eastview.com 
 Visit: www.eastview.com  

 

 

Languages 
Primarily in Russian, with three-levels of the subject 
classification system translated into English. 
 
Easy-to-use interface  
Users will find the subject classification system translated into 
English in addition to the original Russian, as well as complete 
transliteration of all Cyrillic text.  This allows users to quickly 
pinpoint Russian bibliographic data by year, author, subject, 
title, and other categories. 
 
Informative  
Ideal for academic and government libraries, corporations, 
trade associations, and financial service organizations: 

♦ information professionals  
♦ researchers following developments in specific fields, 

such as natural sciences and technical disciplines, 
where foreign language capabilities are often lacking 

♦ faculty and students 
♦ marketing consultants and researchers 
♦ business advisors  

 
Features for librarians 

♦ permanent links for library OPACS 
♦ consortium deals available 
♦ usage statistics 
♦ content updates 
♦ no password needed, IP authentication 

 
Terms 
Get access to the most comprehensive bibliographic product 
of Russian printed works available anywhere, by site license or 
individual subscription, with hefty discounts for consortia and 
UDB subscribers. 
 
Inquiries / Trials 
See http://online.eastview.com or email: info@eastview.com 
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